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OVER WHITE:

MALE VOICE
Hey, do you know Bin Laden?

SECOND MALE VOICE
Did she.

MALE VOICE
Did you know him?

beat( )
You know this is America, right?

SECOND MALE VOICE
Ask her again-

MALE VOICE
Did you hear me?

Nothing.

MALE VOICE (cont'd)
She's not answering me.

SECOND MALE VOICE
Take the thing off her head then.

The sound of a slight SCUFFLE.

SECOND MALE VOICE (cont'd)
Take it off her, Dude.

The scuffle resumes-

MALE VOICE
Go back home to Al-Qaeda, Bitch-

SECOND MALE VOICE
Wait- dude, she has a knife!

As the man SCREAMS IN PAIN-

The white gives way to an avalanche-

It's snow- and behind this wall of white-

As the powder settles... An ominous, black cave.

As the sound of POLICE SIRENS drown out the man's screaming-

A tiny, green light at the base of the cave switches to RED.

ACROSS THE BLACK: ARCTIC



EXT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC RESEARCH STATION - DAWN

The sirens cut out immediately, ceding to HOWLING WIND-

This long-neglected building is already half-buried in snow,
the fresh drifts serving as insult to obvious injury- 

While the building might have held up to fifty people in its
prime, its prime has long since come and gone.

A light blinks on in a tiny window at the building's rear.

AMARA (V.O.)
Arabic, subtitled( )

The angel who records your good deeds
is to this side.

INT. SOUTH SLEEPING QUARTERS - AMARA’S BEDROOM

An Iraqi woman, AMARA (30s), dressed only in a tanktop and
underwear, is bent forward on a mat, deep in Muslim prayer.

She sits up, half of her head shaved to the scalp. A cloud
of hot breath fills the icy room as she turns her head-

AMARA
The angel who records your wrongful
deeds is to this side.

When her eyes open, they are filled with tears.

INT. CENTRAL HALLWAY

Amara has a flannel on as she traipses through the guts of
this antiquated facility. Shelves are bare, a light switch-

She tries it-

Nothing. This building is gloom incarnate.

INT. KITCHEN

Like everything here, the kitchen is made to accommodate a
crowd. A stovetop big enough for an army, a walk-in fridge-

Amara sets a coffee pot on a burner, looking especially tiny
against this backdrop, every movement like choreography-
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INT. LIVING ROOM

And indeed, Amara moves like a dancer. She stops in front of
the dive-hole that’s cut into the living room floor-

The entire room, at some point, might have passed as normal.
Lived-in couches, old magazines, a rabbit-ear TV. Taxidermy.

Amara pulls the line from the dive-hole and a fish wiggles
on the end of it. She pulls it off the hook and takes it
back to the kitchen, her movements on auto-pilot.

The only sign of life left behind in this room-

A panel of electronic lights. Cheap-looking-

The original Star Trek, even-

Just two chairs and dozens of tiny, green bulbs. Except-

One of them is red.

CLOSE ON AMARA'S FACE AS

She pops back into view, studying the red light. Frowning.

PRE-LAP: THE SOUND OF SIZZLING FISH.

INT. KITCHEN

Amara, light on her feet and cooking. Alone and loving it.
Behind her, through the doorway, the electronic panel-

And a sleepy OLD MAN in red, long-john underwear.

She doesn't notice him, which is probably for the best-

The old man, DUTCH (70s) a bent-legged Texan, seems awful
bothered by the electronic panel. As well he should-

CLOSE ON THE PANEL AND

A piece of black electrical tape covers the red light-

Sort-of. His fingers peel it back for a look. This is bad.
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INT. LIVING ROOM

Dutch fidgets, his body language indicative of a man who
would love to speak his mind... But he does not or cannot.

Amara, still dancing in the kitchen, is oblivious. Probably.

INT. KITCHEN

Amara exits the giant, walk-in refrigerator holding lemons- 

Dutch is waiting for her, pretending to be a roadblock-

She moves around him without the slightest acknowledgment of
his existence and goes back to her SIZZLING fish.

He watches her, his gray hair bent in the shape of his bed.
His sleepwear is embarrassing at best. His anger, too.

She cuts the lemon on a board, sprinkles it on her fish and-

AMARA
You can have the kitchen in a minute.

It's as much a statement as an invitation for him to leave.

He fidgets, pumping a thumb towards the electronic panel.

DUTCH
Okay, but we need to- the thing-

She turns around to face him, jaw clenched. Neither one of
them says a thing, but smoke creeps up around her shoulders.

DUTCH (cont'd)
Your fish.

Again. The less-than-cordial silence. He breaks first and
GRUNTS, leaving her to the kitchen and her burning fish.

In the background, Dutch goes to the living room and ducks
inside the hulking utility closet. A SOUND- stumbling-

Dutch emerges, half-dressed for snow. Looks at her. She
doesn't move. He takes a breath and opens the front door on-

A flurry of wind and snow. Struggling, he closes it and-

She's alone. With her fish. Shit-

She spins and pulls the pan off the stove-
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CLOSE ON THE BURNT FISH AS

Amara spears it with a fork. It's bad, barely-edible. Still-

PRE-LAP: THE SOUND OF A SNOWMOBILE STRUGGLING TO START.

INT. KITCHEN

Amara sits at the woodblock island, eating. Barely. Outside,
the snowmobile REVS, STARTS. She sets her fork down, then-

She spits her food out and KICKS HER STOOL ACROSS THE ROOM.

EXT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC RESEARCH STATION - DAY

Amara trudges outside, hastily dressed, just as-

The snowmobile ZIPS out of sight. Her head flops back...

The SOUND OF THE SNOWMOBILE stops and reverses- she looks-

EXT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL PARK - DAY

The duo rides across the terrain on Dutch’s snowmobile-

Beautiful and stark- the all-consuming white is almost
blinding. They weave through trees, over hills-

From overhead, they’re almost indistinguishable, just a
tiny, speck across an otherwise perfect corner of the world-

The speck races towards a faint, glowing light.

ON A SNOWMOBILE SKI AS

It races past a sensor pole, topped with the glowing, green
bulb, a detail reminiscent of the cabin's electronic panel.

BEHIND THE SNOWMOBILE AS

It stalls out at the top of a bluff that opens out on a
desolate valley. Seemingly on top of the world, except for-

Green lights that dot the landscape- now it's clear- these
lights correspond with the electronic panel.

While Dutch tries to start the snowmobile- Amara looks out-
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THE TWINS

Two jagged mountains, spiked like fangs, are split by the
biggest tree in the entire reserve. At the base, though-

The cave from the opening.

ON AMARA’S FACE AS

She studies the ominous, black hole and-

PRE-LAP: THE SNOWMOBILE ENGINE, FAINT BUT GROWING LOUDER.

ON THE RED LIGHT AS

The snowmobile races across the valley floor until-

EXT. CAVE OPENING - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Dutch decelerates at the mouth of the strange, new cave.

Amara gets off the back of the vehicle and trudges towards
the opening. The air WHISTLES around the rim, blowing specks
of white snow across the foreboding, dark hole...

DUTCH (O.S.)
Hey.

Amara jumps as his hand drops across her shoulder- she
squirms away from his touch, scowling as he recoils.

DUTCH
I think we ought to call him now.

clears throat( )
It's our job.

She looks back towards the darkness, wishing it weren't so.

DUTCH (cont'd)
You can't, uh- you can't just put a
piece of tape over our problem here.

She turns, icing him with a stare until he averts his eyes.
He cowers as she marches back towards the snowmobile...

PRE-LAP: THE FAINT, ALMOST INAUDIBLE SOUND OF A HELICOPTER.
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CLOSE ON THE FLAT, WIDE-EYED STARE OF A DEAD STAG AS-

A broken comb of broom bristles swats the dust off its nose-

And a generous slip of rotten fur, too-

ON DUTCH AS

He COUGHS and damn near chokes on the filth-

DUTCH
Ah, hell..!

He tosses the broken broom and HACKS fur into his sleeve.

INT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC RESEARCH STATION - DAY

Amara, dressed in black sweatpants- and a gory, well-worn
black Metallica sweatshirt- walks in and freezes-

Not because of Dutch and the choking, though. It's the room-

Dutch has completely reorganized the room. In fact- the top
of the woodfire stove flickers with ornate, scented candles.

Nope!

As Dutch gathers himself, Amara blows out every candle and-

The HELICOPTER SOUNDS like it's right on top of them so-

Amara goes to the window and watches, brow furrowed.

Dutch finally turns, noticing the extinguished candles-

DUTCH
Hey now- you can't just- hey!

She backpedals, ignoring him entirely, and leaves the room.

Dutch GRUMBLES and grabs a lighter out of his pocket-

What's that sound?

He straightens, turns around. Cranks his hearing aid up-

It SQUEALS with shrill feedback as he hobbles to the window-

CLAYTON HOWARD (PRE-LAP)
Can you believe we’re here?
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INT. KITCHEN - LATER

And suddenly, this lonely old building is flush with people-

CLAYTON HOWARD (60s), a good-natured eccentric and owner of
a once-prosperous hotel chain, sits with Dutch at the table.

DUTCH
Been a while.

CLAYTON HOWARD
Been a while!

He LAUGHS without a joke or a person to share it with.

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
Say, Charlie-

CHARLIE (50s), a stocky Cuban man, has littered the counter
with a spread of food he means to cook for everyone.

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
Grab me that whiskey, would you?

Charlie grabs a bottle and brings it over to the table-

He elbows Dutch as he cuts through- hard- and the old
cowpoke looks like he means to say something but-

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
And a glass for my friend, Charlie?

Charlie stares at Dutch- almost daring him to speak up-

DUTCH
I'll pass.

And Charlie goes back to his food as if nothing happened...

CLAYTON HOWARD
You'll pass!

Clayton pops the top and drinks right from the bottle.

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
Told them this was going to be fun-

through the burn( )
Don't make me a liar now, Dutch!

Dutch feigns a smile-

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
Hey, Colonel!
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Someone slips by in the hallway- a big someone- Shit-

Dutch hops off the back of his stool as-

The COLONEL (60s), a veteran of dubious accolades, lumbers
into the room, gut-sucked and preening.

THE COLONEL
You ladies done painting your nails?

Clayton LAUGHS like it's the funniest thing he's ever heard.

CLAYTON HOWARD
There he goes..!

slaps Dutch( )
Dutch, you remember the Colonel.

Dutch nods, pairs a limp smile with a weak handshake and-

Clayton crushes it.

THE COLONEL
What's this about you not having fun?

takes the whiskey( )
Thought Clayton here sent you a girl?

INT. LIVING ROOM

Amara hides beside the doorway, pressed against the wall.

CLAYTON HOWARD (O.S.)
Well, you know old Dutchy here-

THE COLONEL (O.S.)
Couldn't find the hole?

Clayton HOWLS and Amara rolls her head back, eyes closed.

INT. KITCHEN

From the hallway, in walks-

JAMES HOWARD (40s), Clayton’s smug, Paul Reiser-looking son
and penny-pinching heir to the failing family fortune.

JAMES HOWARD
Maybe we save the 'hole talk' and
whiskey until after the uh-

He takes the bottle from the Colonel, produces a notepad-
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THE COLONEL
Here we go...

JAMES HOWARD
What's this facility for again, Dad?

consults notepad( )
Vampires? Ghosts? Leprechauns?

shrugs( )
I mean that might explain the leaky
roof and the busted toilet and- well,
I got a whole list here but I think
we just bill those pesky leprechauns
and flip this place as soon as their
gold comes in, yeah?

THE COLONEL
God damn, Clayton- here's your 'fun
problem' right here- one little bitch
is all it takes.

JAMES HOWARD
Oh I am so glad we have an alpha on
this trip. I mean I definitely feel
safe- how about you, Charlie?

Charlie glances up from his work- who, me?

JAMES HOWARD (cont'd)
moving on( )

Dad, this place is a money pit-

CLAYTON HOWARD
This place is going to put us in the
history books- tell him, Dutch-

DUTCH
Well, I don't know- I mean the light
went off and all, so...

THE COLONEL
Jesus, he still stammers like he got
a hoof stuck halfway up his ass-

Amara enters the room like a dagger-

AMARA
Shut. Up.

THE COLONEL
What the hell is this?
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CHARLIE
in Spanish( )

It's a woman.

CLAYTON HOWARD
Well, there she is! Ay-may-ra, right?

laughing( )
Ay-may-ra the a-rab!

James, appalled by his father, sets the whiskey down and-

In swoops BECCA DALTON (40s), an acclaimed biologist and
ecologist who relishes her reputation as, ‘one of the boys.’

BECCA
Shots already? Do mind if I don't!

She tries to take a heavy pull off the bottle, but-

Amara swipes it out of her hands.

AMARA
We're going down to the site.

BECCA
Listen, Sister-

AMARA
It's Ah-mar-ah. From Eye-rack.

The Colonel takes the bottle from Amara- she turns to fight,
but- Charlie's there, right in the middle. With a knife...

JAMES HOWARD
Dad- did anyone you hired get a
background check? Seriously-

to Charlie( )
How many people have you murdered?

Charlie gives him a look-

JAMES HOWARD (cont'd)
No- nope- actually, don't answer-

AMARA
to Clayton( )

You came to see a cave, let's see it.
to Dutch( )

Dutch- go warm up the transports.

Dutch snaps out of it, shocked by her surprise rescue, but
he doesn't move- no one does- not until-
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CLAYTON HOWARD
Well now she's speaking my language!

He CLAPS and the room deflates-

CLAYTON HOWARD (cont'd)
You heard the woman- mount up!

PRE-LAP: THE SOUND OF A HEAVY TRUCK REVVING AND ROARING.

The Colonel gives Becca the bottle-

She takes a giant pull in Amara's face- they're not done-

Amara ignores her and blows past Dutch as she exits-

AMARA
Next time, leave the tape.

INT. RAGGED SUV - DAY

Amara through the windshield, wedged in the back bucket seat
between James and Becca. Discomfort boils in her eyes.

The Colonel rides shotgun, ever the stoic Alpha. Clayton
drives, grinning at the thrill of it all as-

EXT. SNOWY RAVINE - CONTINUOUS

The snowmobile bearing Dutch and Charlie zips by.

Clayton HONKS and waves as they pass, REVVING to catch up.

EXT. CAVE - OPENING - DAY

The two vehicles are parked, the whole team scattered around
the opening with Clayton at the forefront.

CLAYTON HOWARD
I’ll be damned.

THE COLONEL
Your first hole?

CLAYTON HOWARD
laughing( )

Your first hole..!
excited( )

This is what we've been looking for!
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